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Land Acknowledgement
Crossroads Centre respectfully acknowledges that it is built on unceded land. We are
located on the traditional lands of the Fort William First Nation, Signatory to the
Robinson Superior Treaty of 1850.

Crossroads Centre is committed to relationships with First Nations based on respect,
reciprocity and collaboration in the true spirit of reconciliation. We also recognize the
contributions made to our community by the Metis people. We make this
acknowledgement as one of the many steps to fulfill our responsibility to look critically
at colonial histories and their implications today as we pay respect to First Nations and
the land.

Our Cover Page
The title of this year's report 'A Year of Perseverance'. Although the experiences over
the last year cannot be described in one-word, it required all of us to persevere
through challenging and unprecedented times.

Throughout the past year, the men and women at Crossroads have engaged in new,
meaningful ways to use their skills in recovery to cope in positive ways during the
pandemic. One way was by inviting everyone to share a word or quote of what
recovery meant to them. Their words were then made into a word cloud. This has been
shared on our website and Facebook page to provide inspiration, hope and support to
everyone in their recovery.

Over half of Canadians with substance use disorders identify stigma as a barrier to
accessing support and treatment. Crossroads Centre invites everyone to join us in
being an ally to break down barriers by changing the words we use. Choosing words
that are compassionate, respectful, encouraging and supportive will change the
experience of individuals with addiction in a positive way.
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Message from the Board Chair & Executive Director
The importance of supporting and encouraging one another with compassion,
kindness and understanding remains unchanged. The demand continued for us to
be resilient while around us everything changed frequently. Our Pandemic,
Emergency Preparedness and Business Continuity Plans guided us as we quickly
responded to changes that kept us safe. During this time, there was also so much to
be grateful for. This time reminded us that challenges strengthen team work, inspire
new ways to work together and the significance of connection with others.

Following the directives from government and public health, we served as many
people as we could do so safely. Group programs were facilitated in new ways,
virtual services were introduced and meaningful opportunities were provided to
build skills in recovery. We are incredibly proud of all staff at Crossroads Centre for
their dedication and unwavering resilience, and we value each member of the team.
Our ability to maintain services during the pandemic was only possible because of
their hard work, courage, sacrifice and dedication to the individuals we serve. As
essential workers, the team went through each measure of the pandemic twice;
once as individuals and again as we supported clients with each new directive.
They were there for one another when they could not be with their own family,
supported our clients as we celebrated holidays and recovery milestones, limited
their work to one employer, and came together to grieve the loss of a co-worker and
former clients. The team truly gave new meaning to teamwork, resilience and
empathy.

There has been a significant increase in the number of people identifying addiction
and mental health challenges during the last year, exacerbating the crisis that was
present before the pandemic. The need for addiction and mental health services
has never been more clear than it is today. Measures of excellence and sustainable
healthcare transformation requires investment in community-based programs, as
addictions and mental health is part of a system that affects all of us. Crossroads
Centre will continue to actively contribute to an accessible system where recovery is
available to everyone.
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Thank you to Tbaytel, Thunder Bay Community Foundation, The Paterson Foundation,
United Way Thunder Bay, community members and families for your donations and
generosity. Your made a lasting, positive difference for our clients. With these
donations we were able to provide our clients with equipment and resources to
support their physical and emotional health and well-being in recovery. We are also
grateful for the emergency funding made available by our funder that enabled us to
upgrade technology and purchase necessary equipment and resources for our clients,
staff and the building.

We found meaning in all we experienced together this year and the capacity of our
community to change, come together and respond thoughtfully was inspiring. As we
navigate another year of living with COVID-19 we will continue to support individuals
in their recovery through connection, self-discovery, wellness and empowerment.

We want to acknowledge the individuals who chose Crossroads Centre to be part of
their journey and your courage in recovery. To our staff who provided the highest
quality of service possible and to our Board of Directors who gave their time to share
their experience and skills in governing our agency. Last but not least, thank you to
all of our community partners as we work together to make a positive difference for
everyone in our community.

Lorne Kellar

Nicole Spivak

Board Chair

Executive Director

We don't have to do it all alone.
We were never meant to.

BRENE BROWN
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Board of Directors 2021
Chair

Vice Chair

Lorne Kellar

Serena Dykstra

Past Chair

Secretary Treasurer

Jane Feaver

Gary Bruyere

Directors
Greg Carfagnini
Jack Cleverdon
Derek Martens
Chase Dietrich
Gilles Tellier

Vision:
Crossroads, where re-connection and self-discovery meet.

Mission:
To lead the way in abstinence-based recovery through connection, wellness and
empowerment.

Values:
Care
Accountability
Resilience
Excellence
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Program Highlights June 2020 - May 2021
Client Services:
Enhancing partnerships to deliver coordinated addiction and mental health
services
Encourage connection, personal growth, safety and wellness in recovery
To be a leader in recovery services that are evidence informed and sensitive to
the diverse needs of the individuals we serve

Connection is vital in recovery, and we have had to find new ways to stay
connected with family, friends and the recovery community. Through investment,
funding and donations we were able to install Wi-Fi and provide tablets and
laptops to access virtual services, attend recovery and 12-step meetings and
maintain contact with family. Skills to accept what we cannot change, reflection,
daily gratitude and adapting to a new routine are necessary in recovery and have
become the foundation for coping during this time.

Client feedback from the Ontario Perception of Care tool provided valuable
insights on areas of strength and for improvement. Clients were engaged in
developing action plans to implement their recommendations and solutions.

Throughout this time, community partners and facilitated groups, meetings and
individual appointments were done virtually when required, and on-site when
essential visitors were allowed. We look forward to resuming on-site programming
delivered by community partners when it is safe to do so.

Transition plans were adapted and follow-up support was provided to clients after
they completed their program. Telephone appointments were maintained and past
clients were able to re-initiate access to telephone or virtual services without any
waiting period. Wellness checks were initiated to reach out to former clients to offer
support and provide information to access virtual meetings, counselling and other
services.
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Staffing & Stability:
Investing in our employees through resources, training and tools to enhance their
skills and experience to provide the highest quality of care

The emotional and physical health of our employees was paramount during an
extremely difficult year. Ensuring access to personal protective equipment, training
and COVID-19 vaccinations was a priority. Equally important was supporting their
emotional health and work-life balance during unprecedented times. Employee
recognition, regular debriefing, strategies for coping as essential workers, electronic
devices to work from home, schedule changes to increase staffing levels and time to
complete essential shopping during lock-down and stay-at-home orders were
provided.

Team members attended numerous online webinars, training, workshops and
conferences. Leadership participated in Coaching Out of the Box training to facilitate
skill building and teamwork where each member of the team is supported, heard and
engaged in solutions.

Quality Improvement & Risk Management:
Enhance client outcomes through the development, implementation and
evaluation of quality indicators
Enhance capacity for continuous quality improvement through data and
performance measures
Explore collaborative opportunities with other Health Service Providers and actively
contribute to sustainable healthcare transformation

We continue to participate in the Excellence in Quality Improvement Project (EQIP)
and Advancing Community of Practice group. These remain an invaluable network of
support, experience and resources using evidence-based assessment tools as we build
our quality improvement program at Crossroads Centre.

As part of EQIP, our first indicator was to reduce the percentage of involuntary
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discharges by 10% (from 35% to 25%) by November 2021. In line with our values, it was
important that we work with clients to reduce the stress, disconnection and risk of
relapse when services end involuntarily. With feedback from clients and staff, we
enhanced our client orientation process, and goal and transition planning. Between
April 01, 2020 and March 31, 2021, only 6% of discharges were involuntary.

We

recognize that access to services during the pandemic is a factor, and we will
continue to use data to evaluate progress as we work toward resuming pre-pandemic
levels of service.

We have also identified two additional quality indicators that reflect elements of
health quality. These indicators will measure client involvement in developing their
transition plan based on Ontario Perception of Care surveys and the number of
applications approved for service that result in admission.

Data from these 3 indicators will allow us to evaluate wait times for services, demand
for pre-treatment and post-treatment, programming to support clients in achieving
their recovery goals and support during transition plans.

To support quality improvement, Lean training was completed. This training has been
used to increase efficiency in service related documentation and scheduling.

St. Joseph's Care Group - Sister Margaret Smith Centre and Crossroads Centre now
have a joint application form. This application can be used to apply to either, or both
programs and cross-refer between programs with one application.

Navigating systems and knowing where to access services can be difficult. The Thunder
Bay District Mental Health and Addiction Network developed a map of addiction and
mental health services and can be found on our website.

Our website has been redesigned to make it easier to navigate and find information
including frequently asked questions about our services and application process.
Inquiries and applications can also be submitted directly from our website.
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In Memory:
We remember a valued co-worker and the compassion, kindness, and thoughtful
gestures she extended to everyone.

We continue to honor the memories of 15 individuals who had chosen Crossroads
Centre to be part of their journey, and sadly lost their life to addiction in the last year.
We remember their life in recovery, accomplishments and the loved ones they leave
behind.
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Services
= 10

299
123
179

Applications Received

Unique People Served

45 Women
78 Men

Actual Number of People Served

Represents 100%

9989

capacity for our
program to safely
Residency Days

provide residential
services following all
pandemic protocols

81

days average length of admission

*29

days average waiting period for admission
*based on readiness for admission and availability of a 14-day
isolation room at Crossroads
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Ontario Perception of Care (OPOC)

We heard you!
Other areas of excellence
100%
said if a friend were in
need of similar help I
would recommend this
service

Staff believed I could change and grow
I was given private space when discussing
personal issues with staff
The wait time for services was reasonable for
me
The area in and around my room was
comfortable

Areas for Improvement:
I was involved as much as I wanted to be in decisions about my treatment and
support
If I had a serious concern, I would know how to make a formal complaint
I understood I could discuss options to participate in certain activities
Rules or guidelines concerning my contact with family and friends were
appropriate to my needs
The layout of the facility was suitable for visits with my family and friends (i.e.
privacy, comfort level)
All staff are amazing and always approachable.

stnemmoC

They go above and beyond to help us, they are greatly appreciated.
This is the farthest I've come so far in my sobriety and I have the experience
here to thank for that.
They have never given up on me. I truly feel supported.
I have been referred to some excellent outside supports.

All staff are well educated and very recovery focused.

Staff are professional and non-judgmental.

Considering we're all dealing with COVID-19, I can honestly say they're doing
the best they can.
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Recovery Journey
My name is James, I was born in 1976 at Woman’s College in Toronto. My journey of life began in
the west end of Toronto where my mother Denise and my father Robert rented a house, right next to
my Grandmother Mary.

Both of my parents were in active addition and their relationship was quite volatile. It was not long
after my birth that they separated and by the time I was two my journey into chaos would begin.
Between violence, neglect and addiction it didn’t take long for my circumstances to sour. My
mother’s addiction would see me bounced around family members and Children’s Aid Society on a
regular basis, until I was about five years of age. (My father was in and out of my life as well). This
is when I would see my mother for the last time. I was abandoned by her in the Eaton Centre
downtown Toronto. She would later die on the Streets of Main and Hastings, B.C. of an overdose
when I was about eleven years old.

My time with my mother as short as it was, had it’s fill of traumatic events that usually follows the
chaotic lifestyle of addiction… left in a room while she got high and partied with her “friends”,
violence at the hands of her “boyfriends”, which I was witness to. One time that really sticks out is
when I watched her get stabbed Christmas day by her boyfriend at the time.

Anyhow, after my mother left me in the mall, Children’s Aid bounced me around between
placements and family until I was finally placed with my Grandmother Mary and my Grandfather
Jimmy, both were alcoholics.

Jimmy was very disconnected and might as well have never been there at all. My Grandmother was
very abusive towards me physically, verbally and mentally. She had a wooden paddle with my name
engraved in it, which she used to hit me with as punishment. Her abusive ways ran deep and
rampant with her alcoholism. She made it noticeably clear that I was a cheque for her and nothing
more, she would remind me often while eating on me that I was as worthless as my parents and
would never amount to anything. This would continue for a year until my Uncle Ronnie convinced
the Aid that I was better off in his care.

Things with my uncle (also an addict) were good up to the time I turned seven, after that the abuse
(physical, emotional, mental and sexual) began. I became a runaway at age seven and continued
to be a runaway until age fourteen, at which point I was jumped into a gang and lived with other
members fending for myself and selling drugs. By this time, I was using drugs (hallucinogenics,
cannabis) and drinking alcohol on a regular basis. My drug and alcohol abuse would continue all
through my life from this point on… I had found something that numbed years of disappointment
and abuse.

I have four living children and 2 deceased, one died of SIDS and the other was murdered 10 years
ago. The murder of my daughter is what really set me off and caused my addiction to spiral out of
control, with binges and black outs really becoming more frequent.
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Which leads me to last year, where years of abuse and fate would lead me to Thunder Bay and my
recovery would begin.

I had just left my partner of thirteen years and was on a serious binge of

alcohol and my D.O.C.

On day five of my binge, I packed up my SUV and took off from my cousins

in St. Catherines and decided I was going to Edmonton.

Hours later while driving on highway 17 I

would snap out of my psychosis and decided to end my life by taking my seatbelt off and driving my
SUV into a rock cut at 140km/hr. I failed thank God, but I keep the pictures of my vehicle to remind
me of that day and the state I was in.

I awoke in the hospital with two broken ribs, a separated shoulder and a severe concussion… a
miracle according to the police and doctors around me but complete shock and a feeling of failure
washed over me. I wanted to die, I had nothing left in me or so I thought at the time.

I stayed in the hospital a few days and was offered help (detox) but refused and left against
medical advice and spent the next few days in the Valhalla Inn drinking and planning my next
suicide attempt. I had everything ready when I decided to pray and ask for a sign, anything to live
for and something happened! My ex texted me saying the hospital offered me help and if I wasn’t
going to do it for myself, I should do it for my kids. What are the odds? Minutes after I prayed, I got
the text…

That is when I decided to try detox, and this is where my journey into recovery would begin.

The phone felt so heavy, my heart pumping out of my chest I called detox and set it up to go the
next day. I never felt so out of place, “I’m not like these people” is what I kept telling myself… “I’m
taking a bed from someone who really needs this” the things the addict mind tells you in order to
talk you out of doing the right thing. I was speaking about this out loud when my roommate
interrupted me and told me to stay as long as I can, saying I need the help and to worry about
myself not others.

I left detox after ten days on a Monday. I called Crossroads and they had no beds open, so I called
a cab and was headed back to the Valhalla Inn. When my cab let me out my plan was to check in
then hit the liquor store across the street but as I was getting ready to enter the Inn my phone rang,
and it was Crossroads telling me they had a bed for me all I needed to do was stay clean and sober
till the next day and my jaw dropped. It was as though something or someone was pulling some
strings to get me to stay clean and sober, that something I would later call my higher power.

I entered Crossroads void of will, a distaste for life…broken and battered. Quiet, timid and lost.
Racked with pain and running on no sleep for days at a time, when I was finally out of quarantine, I
would pace endlessly battling the thoughts and demons that haunted me. However, a hand full of
clients and staff gravitated towards me and pried open my shell and worked at me almost as if they
were put in my path at just the right times for just the right reasons. I can’t quite explain it, but after
each touched my life and cracked the shell some they would leave and continue their own journey
and I wouldn’t get that dread feeling of abandonment or loss.
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I was changing little by little, growing. I began participating in meetings and sharing, building
relationships with people and I used to hate people… being around them used to fill me with
contempt and rage but now? I couldn’t understand it then, but I do now. The opposite of addiction
is connection! I was never clean and sober long enough to grasp that concept before now.
Cooking for the centre, participating in groups, sharing feelings and thoughts I never wanted to in
addiction. I was changing and then came my time for treatment…

After three months of pretreatment at Crossroads came the SMSC. Although I was coming around
and opening up at Crossroads, I was still very raw and rough around the edges, years of neglect
and abuse plus the years of drug and alcohol use still permeated much of my attitude and the way
I carried myself. I was still very dark and guarded as one of the counselors would later describe
me, saying I frightened her a bit thinking I would be a hard nut to crack.

I was way out of my element here, miles from my home and family about to delve into the deepest
parts of my life around total strangers! However, as the process unfolded and I emersed myself
into the program things like Impact maps, family roles and IFS started to make sense and I learned
about myself and my addiction. All I can say is it was the best decision of my life and I made
friends no, brothers for life in that 30-day program. We all shared our truths and were there for
each other building relationships I never would have believed possible before then.

Today my life is different, I can communicate feelings and look into problems with a clear mind
void of drugs and alcohol and face life on life’s terms. I attend meetings, trauma therapy and soon
DBT therapy.

I have a sponsor and I’m working the steps, also I’ll be back in school working on my education and
taking steps towards becoming an AW or counselor. I can sit with myself and reflect on emotions. I
have a higher power.

The sky is the limit…

I owe so much to Crossroads, the staff, clients and programs all saved my life, and I am forever
grateful.

My name is James and today I’m living the dream.

Congr
We are atulations on 1-y
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so happy
to be par r of sobriety!
t of your
journey!
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Miigwetch
Thank You
Merci

www.crossroadscentre.ca

